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A Dynamic Model of Oligopoly in the Coffee Expost Market 

Larry S. Karp and Jeffrey M. Perloff 

A linear-quadratic, dynamic feedback oligopoly model that nests various rnarket structures is used 

to eslimate the degree of cor~lpetitiveness and the adjusrrnent paths of the two largest coffee 

exporters, Brazil and Colon~bia. Their estimated behavior is relatively competitive. This subgame 

perfect dynamic model is-compared to a standard static oligopoly model and the open-loop model 

(the dynamic generalization of the standard static model). Both classical and Bayesian tests of 

open-loop and feedback dynamic rnodels are repoi-ted. 

Key words: coffee, dynamic oligopoly. econometric, subgame perfect Nash 



A DYNAMIC MODEL OF OLIGOPOLY IN T I E  COFFEE EXPOICT MARKET 

Are the two largest coffee expoi~ers, Brazil and Colombia, price takers, oligopolists, or in 

collusion? Casual evidence suggests that major coffee expor-ters behave noncompetitively and that 

dynamics play an important role in determining the outcome (Marshall). Since 1959, most 

exporting and importing countries have participated in a series of International Coffee Agreements 

(ICAs), which set export quotas (Fischer and Bates and Lien). It is alleged, however, that many 

countries regularly violate these quotas. In his survey of various ICAs. Gilbert (p. 602) quotes 

critics who claim that the agreements "are no more than an internationally sanctioned producer's 

cartel." He concludes that the agreeinents resulted in higher prices rather than simply more stable 

prices (p. 604). Greenstone also assei-ts that the large coffee producers behaved as a cartel. 

Based on econometric models, de Vries. Akiyan~a and Duncan, Palm and Vogelvang, and 

Hemnann argue that the ICAs have resulted in higher prices for member importing countries but 

lower prices for nonmember imposting countries. 

We view Brazil and Coloilibia as a dynamic coffee duopoly facing a fringe with exoge- 

nous exports. During the sample period, Brazil and Colombia's share of total world exposts 

averaged 43 percent. Brazil and Cololnbia act like large "firms" in that each centrally controls 

exports. The Brazilian Coffee Institute (IBC) controls supply and price; supcrvises grading, pack- 

ing, and weighing; and sets cjuotx within the country. The Colornbian Federation of Coffee 

Growers (PXCC) huys from small fl~niie~~s. evaluates, blends, grades, cleans, and manages the 

market through prices and taxes. I n  the absence o l an  ICA in 1974, Brlizil and Color~lbia 

attempted to Sorin an explicit producers' cal.tcl and were later joined by other (smaller) producers. 

At various times. particularly during the exteuded ICA negotiations from 1978-1980. the Brazilian 

and Colornbian govcrninents appe:~red to intenrenc in  the 1n;irkct to 1n:iintain stability. 
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The institutional arrangeillents in the coffee market constitute circumstantial evidence of an 

intent by large producers to exert market power. The difficulties of negotiating these agreements 

and the allegations that many exporting countries fail to cor~lply fully with thein suggest that 

producers do not behave as a perfect cclilcl. Thus, the hypothesis that the market structure lies 

between monopoly and corilpetition is plausible. The complexity and inconstancy of coffee 

marketing institutions and paucity of data make it unreasonable to attempt to estimate the explicit 

game that producers play. Instead, we estimate a fairly general set of relations that include, as 

special cases, the equilibrium conditions associated with perfectly competitive, collusive, and 

Nsh-Coumot behavior. Thus, we are able to determine whether the observed outcome is 

consistent with any of these equilibria. 

The standard static assurl~ption is inappropriate where there are large adjustment costs in 

training, storage, or in capital accumulation. There are two reasons to use a dynamic rnodel for 

coffee. First, changes in production involve nonlinear costs. A lag of 2 to 5 years exists between 

planting and first harvest; a tree produces its maxirllurn output between 5 to I0 years of age and 

bears for up to 30 years. This pattern suggests that average adjustment costs increase with the 

size of adjustment. Second, Brazil and Colombia irtaintain large stockpiles. In standard inventory 

models (e. g., Blinder), the costs of invento~y adjustment are assumed to be reasonably approxi- 

mated by a quadratic function. Costs of adjusting cxports, therefore, stem frorn costly adjustment 

of production or inventories.' 

The hlodel 

Our dynamic modcl is llcxihle enough to :illow Sor thc possibility that Brazil (Firm 1) and 

Coloinbia (Finn 2) act likc pricc trikcrs, colludc, or cxpoil oligopolistic lcvcls hctwcen thosc two 
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extremes. For siniplicity, other countries' exports are ignored in this section hut zue accounted for 

in the estimates. In period t, firlns face the invcrse residual linear dcrnand curve 

(1) I), = o(t) - llQf, 

where p, is the real price in period t, Q, is the combined export of Brazil (yit) and Colomhia (y2,), 

a(t) includes effects of exogenous variables such as exports of other countries, and b is a positive 

coefficient. 

Each Finn i has constant marginal costs 0, with respect to contemporaneous exports qi, and 

a quadratic adjustment cost eiqi, + where u. - q. - q- is the change in a l,t I t  1.t-i 

firm's export level frorn period t-1 to period 1. In contrast, a static model sets y, and 6 equal to 

zero. 

Static Model 

In most e~npirical static models of oligopoly, aggregate or firrn level data are used to 

esti~nate a parameter, which we call v, that reflects the rnarkup of price over rnarginal cost. Given 

demand equation ( I )  for a homogcncous product, Firm i's effective marginal revenue curve (the 

marginal revenue given thc degree of inarket powcr actually exercised) is MRi(v) = p + (1 

+ v)l."qi = pt - (1 + vi)hc. 

If all firms have a cornrnon i. arlti conntton mal.gina1 cost, MC = MC, = 0, we call rewrite 

the cquilibriurn equations for each fir~n, MRi(i,) = ,MC r B, as: 

(2) 1 J  = 0 i ( 1  + v)hqi. 

Estimating ( I )  and (21, dividing thc coel'f'icicnt on the ili lerrn in (2) hy the csti~nate of b frorii (I), 

and subtracting onc gives ;In cstini~ite ol' i.. Tltc gap hctwccn pricc and rnarginal cost, 11 - RfC = 
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(1  + v)bqi, depends on v. If v = -1,  marginal revenue equals price [iWR = p] and there is no 

markup. If v = 1, marginal revenue is less than price [rWR = p + p'(2qi) = p + p'Q] and the 

monopoly markup is observed. Intermediate solutions, such as the Nash-Cournot where v = 0, are 

also possible (Carlton and PerloSO. 

Some authors interpret v as a finn's constant conjectural variation about its rival: v n 

dqjldqi. We prefer the neutral interpretation that v is a measure of market power - the gap 

between marginal cost and price - so that we do not need to make the behavior assumptions of 

conjectural variations models. Moreover, the conjectural variation interpretation cannot be used in 

the feedback dynamic model we now describe. 

The Linear-Qr~ndr~tic Dyrrornic Morirl 

The game-theoretic literature ahounds with very general dynamic models of oligopoly that 

do not lend themselves to estimation. To ttinke the estimation problem tractable, we restrict our 

model to a specific fiunily of equilibria indexed by a parameter v as in the static model. We 

estimate the farnily of equilihria under the assutnption that firms use subganie perfect, Markov 

(feedback) strategies. That is, rirms choose strategies (rules) that de t e~~~i ine  their expofls as a 

function of the state variablcs.' 

For comparison, we also estimate the same family of equilibria under the assu~liption that 

firms use open-loop strategies. That is, tir~ns choose, at the initial time, a path that they intend to 

follow thereafter - they do not cxpcct to revise thcir dccisions after an unexpected shock (such 

as had weather) affects p~.otiuction. This k~ilure to anticipate revision is irmtional, so the open- 

loop cquilibriuril is not suhgaine pesfcct. Thc opcli-loop modcl is the dynamic generalization of 

the static model as explained below. 
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The open-loop and Markov adjustment paths are identical if Iirriis collude (v = 1 and firms 

are of equal size) or act as price takers (v = -1). as shown in Karp and Perloff (1991). In 

oligopolistic models, such as where iirins play Nash within a period, the two models imply 

different adjustment paths and steady-state expoit levels. Given sufficient cost information to test 

overidentifying restrictions, one can empirically diserirninate between the two types of behavior 

(Karp and Perloff 1989). Lacking that information, we estimate both models to detem~ine the 

sensitivity of the measure of market structure to maintained hypotheses regarding behavior. The 

two assumptions lead to similar rcsults for coffee. 

We estimate the Markov niodel using a variant of the linear-quadratic gatne solution (Starr 

and Ha). A general open-loop riiodcl can he estiniatcd (Roberts and Samuelson), but using a 

linear-quadratic specification enables us to cornpare easily the open-loop and Markov equilibria 

and to estimate a market st~ucture par~nicter. 

Our feedback and open-loop inodcls include four conlnion models: collusion, price taking, 

open-loop Nash-Cournot, and Markov Nash-Cournot. Other export paths lying between collusion 

and price-taking could be produced by other dynarnic oligopolistic games. For example, Brazil 

and Colombia rnight in~perfectiy collude. Another possibility is that expoll levels are chosen 

subject to political pressures (one group wants to maximize export revenues and another wants to 

increase labor detnand), which causes a deviation fro~rr Nash-Cournot or collusive 

Rather than try to model explicitly c ~ c h  of these games, we usc an index v that allows for 

infcrmediate paths and steady-state expotls. This intlex is the dyntt~nic analog of the price- 

m;irginal cost wedge used in static riiodels of oligopoly. 

In each period ol' the dynatnic model, i-is111 i's revenues Ri equal p,qi,. Given a discount 

factor 0, Fir111 i's objective is to int~xi~riizc its discounted stream of proiits, 



where @, - 8,)q,, is the contemporaneous profit and the last tenn is the adjustnlent cost. With 

Markov strategies, Firm i chooses changes in exports II,, as a function of the current information: 

its own and its rival's lagged export. 

If we define J,(q,; v) as the piesent discounted value of Firm i's program, given the state 

vector q, = (ql,, q2,) and an index v of rvlarkct power, Firm i's dynamic programming equation is 

That is, the present discounted value of the stream of future profits as of last period equals the 

present discounted value o l  future prolits as of this period plus the profits from this period. 

The first-order condition corresponding to ( 5 )  is 

where p - (1 + v)l?pi, is marginal revenue and the tcrrn in  brackets is the discounted shadow value 

of an extra unit of current exposts. Tcrms in this equation are arranged to emphasize its similarity 

to the static equilibriurl: condition (2). The gap bctwecn marginal cost and price is the same 

function of v as in thc static model, so L' can he interpreted as a market power nleasure or index 

of the family of market struclurcs, 
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Estin~ation of Dynamic Models 

Our objective is to obtain a consistent estnnate of the index v of market structure in the 

subgarne perfect, dynamic rnodel. We also estinlate 6,  the quadratic adjustinent parameter. We 

can allow paranieters y,, 0,, and tr,(t) to be lirni specific and nonstationary to reflect quality 

differences, transpottation costs, or other firm-specific costs. If yi = 0 (adjustment costs are mini- 

m i ~ ~ d  when there is no adjustment), the open-loop steady-state exports in the collusive, noncoop- 

erative Nash-Cournot and price-raking equilibria are identical to the corresponding static equilib- 

ria. Because the open-loop and static rnodels have the same equilibria for general cost and 

revenue functions and not sinlply quadratic ones, the open-loop equilibrium is the dynamic analog 

of the static model. Thc static, open-loop, and Seedback models are increasingly complex: the 

open loop is the dynamic version of the static rilodel and the feedhack nlodel replaces the naive 

strategies of the open loop (and implicitly the static) rnodel with sophisticated Markov strategies. 

We now describe the basic estimation approaches (see Appendix). The value of Firm i's 

program, Ji(qtel; v f ,  in (4) is a quadratic function. The equilihriurn Markov control rules are 

linear, and the open-loop strategies can he written as linear functions of lagged export: 

( 6 )  Q,  = ~ i r i  + ( 3 . 1 .  

where g(t) is a coluriin vector and G is a 2 x 2 mairix with elements Gii (i, j = 1, 2): In 

estimating ;Idjustment equation (61, we nlakc no ass~ilirptions regarding whether firrns have 

rational expectations about thc r.rogrnn[t.s variabies nor do we i~npose assumptions about whether 

the invcrse dcrnand intcrccpts and linear costs are constant over tirne or across firrns. Elernents of 

G are used to infcr v. A nlajor adunnt:lgc oS our cstiinatii1n stratcgy is its simplicity: rnarket 

structure is logically distinct kciin the ratioii:~l cxpecltitions hypothesis. One could test rational 
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expectations by including the exogenous information in the state vector (Chow). If that hypothe- 

sis is true, there is a loss of efficiency from ignoring it but our estimate is still consistent. 

Results 

We estimate both dynamic models of the coffee export market from the 1961-62 crop year 

to the 1983-84 crop year. During that period, Brazil and Colombia's share of total world exports 

ranged from 32 to 50 percent and averaged 43 percent. Brazil's share was, on average, twice that 

of Colotnbia. The share of the rest of South Aincrica was 4 percent; the ~ c s t  of Latin America, 

17 percent; Asia, 6 percent; and Africa, 29 percent. Shares of the two largest exporters in Africa 

were 7 percent (Ivory Coast) and 5 percent (Uganda). 

We assume that Brazil and Colornhia engage in a dynamic game in which they treat the 

rest of the world as a fringe with exogenous exports. Most Latin American and some African 

countries produce Arabica coffee (70 percent of all coffee produced). Most African and Asian 

countries produce Iiohustas, which arc used mainly in instant coffees. A linear demand curve 

treating Arabica and Robustas from viisious countries as i~ilperfect substitutes produced results 

similar to those repo~tcd helow. 

Quantity data arc from C q r k :  tihrI(1 Corm Sittccrrior~ (various years) published by the 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture Service. Coffec price is an average of 

prices of all coffee tradcd i n  New York, the ~liajor coffcc markct. Psicc dlita i'or coffee (New 

York) and tea (London), thc world co~llmotiiry wholcsalc price indcx, and \vorld gross domestic 

product at constant prices :~rc from the Intcsnational Monetary Fund. Ir~tertmtioriril Firinncicil 

Strrfistic.~ (va~ious ycars). in the foliowing, v\c use real prices, ohtaineti hy dcllating noiliinal 

pnccs by thc world coiiimodity wholcsalc pricc iiitlcx. 



We estimate inverse denland curve ( I )  using an instlumental variables technique: 5 

Real Price of Coffee = 4.401 - .000123 World Coffee Exports + ,0169 World GDP 
(2.25) (-4.11) (0.53) 

where t is a time trend (1, 2, ... j and terlns in parentheses are t-statistics against the null hypothe- 

sis that the coefficient equals zero. The correlation hetween observed and predicted price is 0.69 

and the Durhin-Watson statistic is 1.96. The denland curve plays only a minor role because b, the 

coefficient on exports, affects only 6 and not v. 

We estimate the G matrix in ad,justment equation (6) using Zellner's seemingly unrelated 

equations method (table I ) .  Each counlry's cxpoils are regressed on its own lagged exports, the 

other country's lagged exporrs, a tirile trend, and a dunlnly for the 1977-78 freeze in ~razil." 

Cross-equation symmetry constraints are irnposcd in table 1: the coefficients on the own lagged 

exports are equal [Gll  = G-,? = G l j  x m s s  equations as are the coefficients on the other country's 

lagged expolls [GI? = Gll = G21. Based on unrestricted estimates, the F-statistic on these 

restrictions is 0.64 with 2 and 34 dcgrces oS i'reecioin, so we cannot reject the restrictions. The 

hypothesis that the coefficients on the lagged exports are zcro independently or collectively is 

rejectcd by t-tests, F-tests, and likelihood ratio tcsts. 

Based on these estilnates of G and assuil~ing = 0.95, v: = $,(G) = -0.84 and ve = ohGI 

= -0.80 [where @,(Gj is a noillincar ftinction of G, superscripts o or f indicatc open-loop or 

f feedback, and subscript c intiicalrs the cl:~ssical estiinntel. Stantinrd errors of 1.; and i.,, bascd 011 

a Taylor expansion, arc 0.27 and 0.31 (table 2 ) .  Thus, usc cannot rejcct the price-taking (v = - 1 j  
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hypothesis, but we can rcjeet the Nash-Coumot (v = 0) and less competitive rnodels at the 0.05 

level. Adjustment coefficients are the same undcr both models: 6; = yr,(G, h) = 0.000037 = 6; = 

v ~ G ,  b). 

For the estimated dynamical systern to "make sense," it rnust have three properties: 

The systein is srcrbie: -1 < GI + G, < 1 and -1 < GI - G, < 1. 

The market srrlrcrirre lies between collusion and price taking: 

1 > vk = Qk(G) > -1, k = (I or f. 

The ctdjnstmmt parameter in each of the rnodcls is positive: 

6k = yrk(G, b) > 0, k = c> or S. 

Our classical point estimates of the elernents of G and our estimates of # and Fjk are consistent 

with these restrictions. 

Bayesian Estirnntes 

Rather than estimate the unconstrained systenl and hope the point estimates lie in the 

desired range, we can irnpose the above three sets of restrictions. Although it would he extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, to inlpose such inequalities using a classical approach or to test thern, 

Geweke (1986, 1989) and Chalfant, Gray, and White show how to impose and test inequality 

restrictions with Bayesian techniques. 

Our Bayesian prior is the protiuct of it conventional uninformative distribution and an 

indicator function that erluals I whcrc the inctjuality constraints arc satislied and 0 elsewhere. 

The posterior tiistrihution is calculated using hlonte Carlo numerical integration with inlpoilance 

sampling. Given a c~uadratic (absolute dii'fercnce) loss function, estimates of the parameters 

consistent with thc rcstrictiuns are obtained by ciilculnting the mean (mcdiiin) of the coefficient 
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estimates for all replications in which the constraints are satisfied. Indeed, we obtain the full 

posterior distributions of 1): and vi .  

Table 2 su~~~mar izcs  results of the classical and Bayesian estiruates. The $ based on an 

absolute diffesence loss function (medians) arc close to the classical point estinlates. The based 

on a quadratic loss function (means) are about 0.2 higher than the classical estimates. Standard 

deviations on $ are slightly greater than the Taylor approximations for the classical estimates. 

To estimate the probability that the restrictions hold. we calculate the (importance 

weighted) proportion of Monte Carlo replications satisf'ying  he restrictions. Stability conditions 

are virtually always met (table 2) .  All three sets (if conditions hold in approximately three- 

quarters of the replications, so imposing the restrictions seems reasonable (tahle 2). Because the 

restriction that 6 is positive holds in three-quailers ol' the cases (the odds in favor of a positive 6 

are 3 to I), the data indicate there is dynaniic acijust~iient.~ 

The assu~:iption in this Bayesian approach that the original error ternls are norrnal can be 

relaxed by using a bootstrapping approach ;IS repoi-ied in tahle 2.' The bootstrap estirnates show 

slightly higher standard deviations corresponding to the mean \t estirnates (0.43 and 0.44), a 

lower probability of rejecting due to 1,: 5 -1 (19 percent), and a higher probability of rejecting due 

to < 1 (11 percent). 

k Bayesian estimates provide 311 entire posterior distribution of miirket pararnctcr L . Sollie 

of the information fro111 the iiilpo~Taiicc sar~ipliiig histograins is siimm;irizcd in  tahle 3. which 

shows the prohahilily that tk lies within certain ranges. The prohilhility that 1,; lies hetween - 1  

(price taking) and 0 (Nash-Cournot) is greater than 90 pcrcent. Thcrc is a slightly higher 
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probability (nearly 50 percent) that i.; lies between the classical estirnate and 0 than between -1 

and the classical estinlate (over 40 percent). Two-thirds of the distribution lies below i.i. In the 

feedback model, the postetior odds ratio that the ruarkct stlvcture lies between price taking and 

Nash-Conrnot rather than between Nash-Cournot and collusive is 12.9. 

Results for the bootstrap rriodcl are similar; however, the bootstrap distribution has thicker 

tails. The bootstrap posterior odds ratio that the market structure is more colnpetitive than Nash- 

Cournot versus the opposite is 8.3 - less than the odds using the ilnporzance sampling estimates 

but still very high. Based on either the classical or Bayesian approaches, the Brazil-Colombia 

exports are close to price taking. The probability that they are at least as noncon~petitive as 

Nash-Cournot is no greater than 11 percent according to all our estimating approaches. 

Simulations 

We can simulate adjustment paths and steady states based on the above estimates? For a 

given v, the open-loop steady-state expo11 and the coixsponding static export are equal. For a 

constant v e (-1, I), the feedhack games are more competitive than open-loop garnes in the sense 

that steady-state expoi1s are greater i'or a givcn i. (see Reynolds for the intuition for the Nash- 

Cournot model). Based on simul~tions, differences i n  steady states between the open-loop and 

feedback n~odels is maximir~d at values close to those estinrated, -0.8. In absolute terms, howev- 

er, these differences are stnail. 

In the feedback model based on the unconstrained classical estirllator vi, steady-state 

expons are 6 percent lower than in  the corresponding pricc-taker inoctcl (table 4). In the open- 

loop and static ~nodcls hascd on rile classic;il cstiinator i.:, steady-starc exports are 7 pcrcisnt 

below thosc of the price-taker moiii.1. Thus, the Cccdhack ~ilodcl is closer to price takiug than is 
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the open-loop model. This quantity difference leads to large price effects because the demand 

elasticity evaluated at the lilean ptice and quantity is about 0.2. 

The dynarnic rnodels hased on unconstrained classic estirnatcs deviate froril the price-taker 

level by only about half that of those based on the Bayesian constrained estimates. Using the 

constrained importance-sampling Bayesian quadratic loss estimates (hootstrapping), the feedback 

steady-state export is 13 (-12) percentage poiiits hclow the price-taker level and the open-loop 

steady-state export is 15 (14) percentage points below (table 4). 

The steady states vary in the two cstiiilatcd dynariiic models for two reasons. First, for 

either model, the lower the estirnated v. the closer its steady-state expon is to price taking. As 

table 4 shows, the steady state of either the ieedhack or open-loop Illode1 hased on vz is 2 percent 

higher than that based on v:. The open-loop model's v: = -0.84 is slightly closer to price taking 

than is the feedback model's L.: = -0.80. 

Second, and lilore than offsetting the lirst effect, in the open-loop rnodel there is Inore 

collusive behavior for any given i.. .As table 4 shows, the feedback inodel (v:) prcdicts a steady 

state 6 percentage points hclow prlcc taking, whereas the opcn-loop nlodel predicts a steady state 

9 percentage points below. As a result, the less corilpetitive open-loop rnodel must have a lower 

estirnated v to be consistent with the data. 

Adjustrilent paths vary across modi'ls. As figure I (where exports of both countsics aue set 

to zero in year zero) shows for tile classical cstirnatcs, thc coiiihined expor-ts of the two coilntries 

in the feedback model reaches a hifhcr stcady-state level than in the open-loop rnodel: hut, in 

both models, expoi-ts reach their ste:idy sttlte level after only t h r c  years. 

To illustrate a more realistic :~cljustii~i'nt path, we solvcd the dyna~ilic garlie using esti~ltatcd 

v and 6 and illasfinal costs ohtniried by ~nottcl calibration (assuming the steady-state exports equal 
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the average expoits in the salriple period). In each period, we added the residuals plus the 

coefficient (from the estiniated adjustsilent equation) tirnes the Brazilian freeze dusnrnies to the 

simulated q,. These simulations exclude demand-side shocks and also igno~z the upward trend in 

the demand curve, which [nay explain why the siiuulations shown in iigure 2 are low toward the 

end of the period. Even ignoring the dcrnand trend, though, figure 2 shows the model is capable 

of esnulating reality reasonably well. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Based on both classical and Bayesian estirilates of a dynaniic Markov model, Brazil and 

Colombia compete vigorously with each othcr in the coffee expoi-i market. Steady-state exposts 

based on the classical (Bayesian) estimate are 6 (12 or 13) percent less than it'hoth Brazil and 

Colombia were price taken. Froin the Bayesian analysis, we arc reasonably confident that the 

behavior of Brazil and Colonlbia is closer to pricc taking than to collusion. 

Our results from a subganle perfect dynamic oligopoly model differ only slightly from 

those based on the r~~uch  simpler opcn-loop dynarrtic model. If these results can be replicated 

with other data sets, open-loop estimates can he used to approximate Markov strategies without 

rnajor bias. 
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Appendix: Estimating tlie Dynamic Model 

The equilibriuin conditions of the dy~iatnic games can be written in matrix notation. Let ei 

be the ith unit vector, e equal the column vector of I's, Si = eie;F, and Ki = b(ee; + eie3). The 

dynamic progrannning equation for the linear-quadratic model is 

where Ji(.) is a quadratic function, yi = 0 for simplicity, and the equilibriurn Markov control iules 

are linear as shown in (6). If the open-loop ecluilibrium sequence is expressed as a function of 

the cursent state, the open-loop equilibriurn can be written in "feedback form" as in (6). Firms 

revise their plans if something unexpected happens, but these revisions are unanticipated. Define 

vi as a 2 x 1 coluiln~ vector with 1 in the ith position and v in the other position. Given P, an 

estimated matrix G, and an estimated demand slope I) ,  the open-loop v and F satisfy 

where Ki is of rank 2 so that the solution to (A.1) is unique. The deijvation of (A.1) does not 

require an assumption of symnletry. 

To estirnatc v and 6 in the feedback case, \\,c dciine the vcctors 

w ,  = [I - pro 8 c I$-' [(c @ c ( v e c ( ~ , j ) ] ,  
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where vec(Z) is a vector of the stacked colu~ilns of the matrix 2. The inverse vec operation is 

then used to "rematiicize" wi and xi to obtain the 2 x 2 matrices Wi and Xi. Wi is linear in Firm 

i's dernand coefficients and Xi depends only on p and G. If agents use feedback strategies, v and 

6 must satisfy 

Given symmetry, the left side of (A.2) is of rank 2 and the esti~nate of v is independent of 

6. Defining matrix A' such that lAi = Ki + pW, and matrix 0' r eie; + OX,, A' and B~ depend 

only on P and G. To recover v and 6, rewrite the ith and the kth ( k  # i) equation of (A.2) as 

h/Aki +1:x + 1. x B k j  
i j t i  j t i  

where subscripts designate the elerileiit of A', B', and y .  and the superscript i is suppressed. 

Equation (A.4) can he solved for 6 as a linear function o i  b and a nonlinear function of v. 

Substituting this function into (A.3) gives a cjuadratic in v that is independent of b. Hence a 

symmetric I: can he estimated with knowledge of only P aiid C. Although there are two solutions 

to (A.3), extensive sirnulation expcri~ncnts sliow that one value is close ro the open-loop value and 

that the othcr is infeasible (I. < -1. 1: > 1 ,  or 6 < 0). Therefore, in practicc it is easy to choose the 

correct root. 



1. Our technique could be generalized to allow for adjustincnt costs in production and invento- 

ries. However, because reliable inventory data are not available, we assume the estimated 

adjustment cost is a proxy for both the cost of adjusting output and the cost of inventories. 

2. A combination of strategies is a suhgarne perfect Nash equilibrium if it is a Nash equilibrium 

for the game and the relevant strategies are a Nash equilibriu~n for every subgamc (subperiod 

within the garile). 

3. Further, the game-theo'etic folk theorer~i (Fudenberg and Maskin) justifies any outcome that is 

less competitive than Nash. 

4. Infinite horizon garnes may have illany subgaiile perfect equilibria. We obtain a unique 

equilibiium by taking the cquiiihrium strategies that result from the game with a finite horizon T 

and letting T -+ -. 

5. Instrumental variables are time; tinlc squared; tirile cubed; the freeze durnmy; the London price 

of tea; the world gross tio~ilestic product; and Brazilian and Coloinbian rain, temperatures, gross 

domestic products, and populations. 

6. To test the effects of the ICA agreements we tried the following cxpcrimcnts: 1 j Durilrnies for 

the tinle of ICA rncctings were included; 2) a one-year lag or lead of these meeting duillmies 

were tried; and 3) a continuous v:iriahle ine:isuring tiinc Srorn the previous inceting was used. 

Estirnaicd coefficients were riot statistically different froii~ zero at the 0.05 level individually or 

collectively. U'e also divided the pcriod in half and cstilnritcd scpamte adjustnlent equations for 

the two subpcriods (10 capture a Surici~mcnt~l sliuctural change, possibly due to changes in the 

ICA). Based on a Chow tcsr, we coiiltl not rclcct the hypothesis of no st~uctural change 
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7. We also esti~tlated thc corresponding static ntodcl whcrc 111arginal cost is a function of the 

freeze and a time trend (but not of dynamic adjust~nents). In the static optirllization equation, the 

real price was regressed on quantity, a dunirny for the 1977-78 Brazilian freeze, and a time trend. 

The estimated v <: -1 is outside the plausible rangc. 

8. With lagged endogenous variables hut no alitoco~selation (as indicated by a Durbin's h test), 

we can bootstrap by choosing rows (left- and right-hand-side variables) of the oiiginal data 

(Freedman and Peten). 

9. In the simulations, we choose rllarginal cost parameters for Brazil and Colombia so the steady- 

state export under the classically estiiliated feedback rnodel equals the average export for the 

sample period. Because thc constant marginal costs are 11ot identified in our estir~lation procedure, 

we set the marginal cost of Brazil to rxro 2nd scarchcd fix the marginal cost of Colombia and the 

residual demand intercept producing the avcragc steady-state outputs for the two countries. 

Subtracting b times the average output ot the rest of the world's producers from the estimated 

demand curve intercept approxirnarely equals the resulting residual demand intercept. 



Table 1. Adjust~nent Equations: Regression of Exports on Lagged Exports 

Brazil Colombia 

Constant 12,986.0 6,967.9 

(4.99)8 (4.28) 

Brazilian freeze 1977-78 -9,980.7 843.7 

(-4.66) (0.74) 

Time (1, 2, ... ) 22.4 124.8 

(0.30) (2.59) 

Lagged Brazil exports 0.302 -0.192 

(2.27) (-2.42) 

Lagged Colonihia expolls -0.192 0.302 

(-2.42) (2.27) 

It2 

Durhin-Watson 

Durhin's h 

" Figures in pa~nthcscs  ;ire 1-slatistics ;~g;linst the n ~ i l l  hypothesis th:~r the coefficient cyuals zero. 
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Table 2. Classical and Bayesian Inequality-Constrained Estimates 

v: (unrestricted) -0.84 -0.80 

o (Taylor approximation) 0.27 0.3 1 

Bayesian inequality Ilnpoi~ance sarllplinir iT = 5.000) Bootstrappinr! (T = 2.000) 

constrained estimates v" v vO v f f 

Qrrndratic loss 

vk (mean) -0.65 -0.62 -0.68 -0.63 

(r 0.35 0.36 0.43 0.44 

Precision of mean of vk (triiT) 0.0059 0.0060 0.0096 0.0097 

Al~sol~tre loss 

v t  (median) -0.76 -0.73 -0.86 -0.81 

o 0.17 0 37 0.46 0.47 

Reject becnilse (%) 

Unstable 0.002 0.002 0.0 0.0 

6"0 25.2 23.6 18.7 18.7 

v h  -1 24.9 25.4 18.7 18.7 

v k >  1 - 1.7 - I .2 11.0 11.(1 

Total rejections (1 - p) 26.5 26.5 20.7 29.7 

Asymptotic standard error 



Table 3. Distribution of vk Based on Bayesian Estimates 

Proportion of Irtipo~~ance Sal~ipling Bootstrap 

weight betweena v0 v v" v f f 

-1 0 9?.5?+! 92.8% 90.3% 89.2% 

0 112 4.2 4.8 5.8 6.3 

112 1 2.3 2.4 3.8 4.4 

-1 k vC 34.0 35.1 53.7 5 1.7 

k 
"c 0 59.5 57.7 36.6 37.6 

- 1 67.2 65.5 72.9 71.1 

k 
vb 0 26.3 27.3 17.5 18.2 

a The classic estirtlatc is V: and \.: is the Bayesian estimate hascd on a quadratic loss function 

(k = o or i). 



Table 4. Simulated Exports under Various bfodels 

Bratilian and 

Colonlbian Expons Percentage of 

Model (Static or Steady-State) Price-Taker Output 

Static and Dynamic Price-Taking (v = -1) 25789 

Feedback ( v 4  24665 

Feedback (v:) 24308 

Open Loop and Static Models (vz) 23868 

Open Loop and Static Models (v:) 23469 

Feeback (v:) 22601 

Feedback (v:) 72504 

Open Loop and Static klode1s (v:) 

Open Loop and Static Models (v:) 

Feedback Cournot (v = 0) 

Open-Loop and Static Cournot (v = 0) 

Static and 1)ynamic Collusion (v = 1)  

Note: Expo~ls are in thousands of 60 kilogm~n hags. The esliiilateti dy11;linic illodeis are shown in 

holtf. The vk are the Baycsi:in quadratic loss estiil1atcs and the v: are the hoots~rap estiinates ( k  = 

o or S). 








